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Janus hybrid silica/polymer nanoparticles as effective compatibilizing

agents for polystyrene/polyamide-6 melted blends

T. Parpaite, B. Otazaghine*, A.S. Caro, A. Taguet, R. Sonnier, J.M. Lopez-Cuesta
Centre des Mat�eriaux des mines d’Al�es, 6, avenue de Clavi�eres, 30319 Al�es, France
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Silica/polystyrene Janus hybrid nanoparticles (JHNPs) were synthesized at the gram scale via mini-emulsion polymerization techn
incorporated into polystyrene/polyamide-6 melted blends. Due to their intrinsic amphiphilic properties, the JHNPs migrate to the in
PS/PA6 blend during the mixing process and play the role of a compatibilizing agent. First, a significant decrease of the size of the disp
was observed even at low content of JHNPs, whereas an optimum content of JHNPs corresponding to the saturation of the polystyrene
(PS/PA6) interface was found in the 3e5 phr range. Secondly, the rheological properties of the blends were also significantly modified
viscosity increased as a function of JHNPs content over the entire frequency range studied. Up to 5 phr of JHNPs, a high increase of t

low frequencies was observed. This is attributed to the formation of a solid network through the matrix/nodules interface of the nanocomposite. 
Finally, the Palierne model extended to the field of immiscible polymer blends was used; an important decrease of the effective interfacial tension 
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of the system was observed when JHNPs
particle with a “copolymer effect” of an
polymer JHNPs interesting as a route for
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dded. The asymmetry of these nanoparticles allows the combination of a “Pickering effect” of a solid 
iphilic structure. The synthesis procedure of JHNPs developed in this work renders these silica/
patibilization of polymer blends.
1. Introduction

Blending polymers is an efficient and versatile way to cumulate
properties of materials and has proven to be industrially relevant.
However, due to immiscibility between most polymers, it is
necessary to improve interfacial adhesion between the polymeric
components by compatibilization. Compatibilization solutions
usually range from reactive polymers, organic copolymers (block,
random or grafted) [1], g-irradiation or electron beam [2], co-
solvent or ionic interaction, and nanoparticles [3e6]. It is now
well-established that nanoparticles with different aspect ratio and
chemical nature, that could reduce the interfacial tension between
the two separated polymers can compatibilize polymer blends [4].
Nanoparticles can migrate at the interface of a polymer blend for
thermodynamic reasons and that can be predicted by calculating
the wetting parameter [6,7]. Recently, a new class of nanoparticles
with an amphiphilic anisotropic structure comprising two distinct
hemispheres has emerged: the Janus nanoparticles (JNPs). Organic
fr (B. Otazaghine).
[3,8,9] or hybrid [10,11] JNPs can be tailored to achieve the
compatibility of two polymer phases. Walther et al. [3] were the
first to evaluate the ability of JPNs to compatibilize polymer blends.
They chose organic JNPs based on polystyrene-block-poly-
butadiene-block-poly(methyl methacrylate) triblock terpolymer
(SBM) for the compatibilization of polystyrene/poly(methyl meth-
acrylate) (PS/PMMA) blends. Those SBM JNPs were obtained by a
multiple-step process consisting of the synthesis of the triblock
polymer via anionic polymerization followed by the crosslinking of
the polybutadiene core of SBM lamella. They clearly showed that
the Janus SBM segregate at the interface of a PS/PMMA blend and
exhibit superior compatibilization abilities compared to conven-
tional linear SBM copolymer. Weiss et al. [10] performed aniso-
tropic modifications of kaolinite platelets to obtain Janus kaolinite
particles. They showed also for these Janus particles a localization
at the interface of PS/PMMA blends obtained by a solvent casting
procedure. More recently, Bahrami et al. [8] investigated the com-
patibilizing effect of SBM JNPs in poly(2,6-dimethyl-1,4-phenylene
ether)/poly(styrene-co-acrylonitrile) (PPE/SAN) blends using both
lab-scale and industrial scale melt processing. The authors showed
similar results i.e. selective adsorption of JNPs at the interface of
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polymer blends and superior interfacial activities in terms of
droplets size reduction compared to conventional compatibilizers.

The use of compatibilizers in blends facilitates the droplets
breakup and allows the coalescence inhibition of the dispersed
phase and the reduction of the interfacial tension. One of the most
efficient way to prove the compatibilization of a polymer blend is
the measurement of an interfacial tension decrease [12]. Various
techniques have been used to measure the interfacial tension be-
tween two polymers. Mostmethods are based on drop profiles such
as the pendant drop, the breaking thread, the imbedded fiber
retraction and the retraction of deformed drop [12,13]. These
methods require long experimental times, involve complicated
experimental procedures and cannot be used for all polymers (the
three latter methods are possible only for transparent polymers in
molten state). Moreover these tests consider only one drop, thread
or fiber. Several experiments have to be repeated to obtain an ac-
curate value of the interfacial tension. A few methods are based on
rheological measurements [13]. These methods afford the advan-
tage of testing the total interface in the blend and giving a more
representative value. It is known that relaxation times of drops in
immiscible molten polymers are increased compared to pure
components. Rheological measurements allow the evaluation of
these relaxation times. Especially, models were developed to
deduce the interfacial tension from rheological measurements
[14e16]. In the 1990s Palierne [17] proposed amodel of blend linear
viscoelasticity based on two hypothesis: both polymers are New-
tonian in their molten state and dispersed phase nodules are and
remain spherical during the process. The Palierne's model describes
the frequency (w¼ (wi)i ¼ 1..n) dependence of complexmodulus (G*)
of viscoelastic emulsions under small amplitude oscillatory flow as
a function of the complex moduli of both phases (Gm

* for the matrix
and Gd

* for the droplets phases), the ratio of the interfacial tension
(denoted a) and the droplet sizewhen the polydispersity of nodules
distribution is low (i.e. the ratio between the average and the
median diameters is lower than 2). Many authors proposed to
qualify successfully the miscibility degree of various polymers via
this model (PS/PMMA [18e20], PS/polyethylene (PE) [21], poly-
ethylene terephthalate glycol/polyester-ethylene vinylacetate
(PETG/EVA) [22]). When nodules are not monodisperse, Palierne's
model could take into account the polydispersity of nodule sizes
introducing the volume fraction f i associated to each class of
nodule diameter D i; the equations are modified as follows:
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For a narrow nodule dispersion, Eqs. (1) and (2) can be simpli-
fied into: ci;Di ¼ Dv, Fi ¼ F with Dv the volume average diameter
and F the dispersed volume fraction rate.

Many authors successfully evaluated the interfacial tension in
polymer blends by this way considering a polydisperse distribution
of nodules sizes [23e26]. In the case of polymer phases exhibiting a
high viscosity ratio (for example highly viscous disperse phase),
modeling difficulties could arise from low moduli measurements
obtained at low frequencies [23]. In the case of filled polymer
blends the Palierne's model needs to be modified. Indeed, Elias
et al. [27] calculated an apparent interfacial tension considering the
partition of silica between dispersed and matrix phases, using TEM
and SEM observations. They further [15] used Kerner model [28]
and Taylor equation [29,30] to confirm the dispersed phase size
reduction and to prove the decrease of the apparent interfacial
tension when 3 wt% of hydrophilic and hydrophobic silica NPs are
added into PP/EVA blends.

In the first part of this study JHNPs were prepared by a water-
based miniemulsion polymerization process. Then, after their
characterization, these anisotropic nanoparticles were incorpo-
rated by melt blending into a PS/PA6 80/20 blend. The emulsifica-
tion role of these JHNPs was investigated and the compatibilizing
effect was evaluated by the measurement of the interfacial tension
using rheological analysis.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

CRISTAL 1340 polystyrene (PS) was purchased from Total Pet-
rochemicals (Feluy, Belgium). It is a crystal PS with a highmolecular
weight, amelt flow index (MFI) of 4 g.10min�1 (with 5 kg at 200 �C)
and a density of 1.05 g/cm3. Aquamid AQL40 polyamide-6 (PA6)
was supplied by Aquafil Technopolymers (Arco, Italy). Its melting
point temperature is 220 �C (ISO Test Method 3146), its MFI is
160 g.10 min�1 (with 5 kg at 275 �C) and its density is 1.14 g/cm3.
Polymer pellets were dried under vacuum at 80 �C for 12 h before
processing.

Tetraethoxysilane (TEOS, 99.9%) and sodium dodecyl sulfate
(SDS, 99,9%) were purchased from Rectapur. Ethanol (EtOH, 96%),
ammonia (NH3, 28%), hexadecane (HD), 2,2-
azobis(isobutyronitrile) (AIBN) and 3-
methacryloxypropyltrimethoxysilane (MPS, 99.9%) were pur-
chased from SigmaeAldrich, Merck, Prolabo, Fluka and, Wackers
Silicon, respectively. All reactants were used as received.

2.2. Synthesis of Janus hybrid silica/PS nanoparticles

In a one-necked round-bottom flask (250 mL) 2 g
(9.6 � 10e3 mol) of TEOS, 0.5 g (2.0 � 10e2 mol) of 3-
methacryloxypropyltrimethoxysilane (MPS) and 0.4 g
(1.8� 10e2 mol) of hexadecane (HD) were introduced. This mixture
was considered as the organic phase. Then 40 mL of a sodium
dodecyl sulfate (SDS) solution (1 mM in water) considered as the
water phase was added. The organic and water phases were first
pre-emulsified by mechanical stirring for 15 min and then treated
with ultrasonication for 5 min (10 cycles of 30s of ultrasonication
and 30s of rest) at 120W to generate a stable miniemulsion. The pH
of the obtained miniemulsion was adjusted to 9.0 using a NaOH



solution (0.01 M). The flask was then equipped with a reflux
condenser and the solution heated under stirring for 2 h at 60 �C.
After reaction, the solution was cooled at room temperature and a
mixture of 4 g (3.8 � 10e2 mol) of styrene and 0.08 g
(4.9 � 10e4 mol) of 2,2-azobis(isobutyronitrile) (AIBN) was added.
The solution was stirred for 2 h at room temperature and then
heated at 80 �C for 4 h to undergo the styrene polymerization. After
polymerization, the solution was dried using a freeze drying
apparatus. The obtained white powder was washed three times
with methanol to remove SDS and three times with cyclohexane to
remove HD. Centrifugation was used to remove the solvent be-
tween each washing. The obtained product was finally dried under
vacuum.
2.3. Solvent casting method and compounding procedure

Nanocomposites PS/PA6/JHNPs were prepared by adding 1.5, 3,
5 and 10 per hundred rate (phr) of Janus hybrid nanoparticles. To
avoid handling of dry nanoparticles powders, we used in a first step
a solvent castingmethod to embed Janus nanoparticles into PS film.
1 g of PS pellets was dissolved in 10 mL of THF and mixed with
desired quantities of JHNPs at room temperature during 12 h under
magnetic stirring. The solvent was then evaporated at room tem-
perature and the obtained filmwas dried under vacuum at 80 �C for
3 h. Concerning the compounding procedure, the PS/PA6 weight
ratio was fixed at 80/20. During the first minute of mixing, PS
pellets are first introduced followed by the PS film containing
JHNPs, and finally PA6 pellets. Then, the mixing of the ternary
blends is carried out during 4 min at 250 �C under nitrogen flow to
avoid thermal degradationwith a constant screw speed of 120 rpm.
2.4. Samples injection procedure

At the end of the compounding procedure, nanocomposites are
cut in pellets and dry under vacuum at 80 �C for 3 h before injec-
tion. Then, pellets are directly introduced into the barrel of the
mini-injectionmachine. Barrel andmold temperatures were 240 �C
and 80 �C, respectively. Both injection and holding pressures were
set to 3.5 bars. After 10 s of holding time, the sample was ejected
manually by opening the laboratory mold.
2.5. Rheological investigations

The rheological properties of the blends were evaluated by
oscillatory characterization. All experiments were carried out at
230 �C under nitrogen flow to avoid thermal degradation. The
storage G0, the loss G00 moduli and the complex viscosity h* of the
samples were measured with constant strain oscillatory deforma-
tion of 3% within the linearity zone for all blends. A frequency scan
from w¼ (wi)i ¼ 1..29 ¼ 100e0.01 rad/s was applied. A strain sweep
was applied to fix the strain limit for the linear viscoelastic
response.
2.6. Optimization method

Let G0
i exp and G
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moduli at each frequency. The corresponding numerical values,
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tension and the complex shear moduli of the matrix and the
dispersed phase, are computed from eqs. (1) and (2). The gap be-
tween experimental and numerical values is computed via a cost
function (denoted J) written as the squared 2-norm:
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Hence, the interfacial tension a is the solution of the minimi-
zation problem given by

min J að Þ
a � 0 (4)

Equation (4) has been solved using Matlab® software with a
constrained LevenbergeMarquardt algorithm which is rather
classical in the literature for solving identification problem.

2.7. Instrumentation

2.7.1. Dynamic light scattering (DLS)
A Malvern Nano ZS DLS apparatus was used to determine hy-

drodynamic diameter (Z-average) and polydispersity index (PDI) of
JHNPs. Water was used as dispersant, temperature of measurement
was 25 �C, and equilibration time was 120 s. Common values of
refractive and absorption indices for silica (1.45 and 0.01, respec-
tively) were used. At least, threemeasurements were performed for
each sample to ensure repeatability.

2.7.2. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
Blends or extracted nodules were observed with a Scanning

Electron Microscope (FEI Quanta 200 ESEM) under high vacuum.
Blends were fractured in liquid nitrogen and the fractured surface
was observed whereas suspensions of extracted nodules were
evaporated on copper grids. Thin layer of carbon was deposited on
all samples before observation to enhance conductivity of the
sample.

2.7.3. Chemical analyses via high resolution transmission electron
microscopy

Chemical composition of JHNPs was investigated by an EDX
microanalyzer (PGT IMIX PC) mounted on a HRTEM JEOL JEM 2011
equipped with LaB6 filament. Images of samples were collected
using a 4008 � 2672 pixel CDD camera (Gatan Orius SC1000). One
drop of diluted solution (around 100 times) of JHNPs was deposited
on carbon film copper grid and then evaporated at room temper-
ature (at least 12 h) before observations.

2.7.4. Twin-screw mini-mixer
Melt compounding was carried out using a DSM twin-screw

mini-extruder. The mixing of the blends is carried out during
4 min at 250 �C with a constant screw speed of 120 rpm.

2.7.5. Mini-injection machine
A mini-injection machine (IM15 from Zamak Mercator) was

used to inject disk samples with a thickness of 1.5 mm and a
diameter of 25 mm.

2.7.6. Laser diffraction particle size analyzer
A Coulter LS 13230 (Coulter Beckmann Co.) laser diffraction

particle size analyzer instrument was used to determine the size
distribution of extracted PA6 nodules. The PA6 nodules were
collected after dissolving the PS matrix using THF solvent. Size
measurements were performed using the micro liquid module
(MLM, 15 mL) in THF, obscuration was 10 ± 2%. At least, three
measurements were performed for each sample. This protocol has
been fully detailed by the team in a previous paper [31].



Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the “two-step” method used to produce silica/PS JHNPs.
2.7.7. Rheometer
A Rheometric Scientific ARES rheometer (TA instrument)

equipped with parallel plate geometry (plate diameter 25 mm, gap
1 mm) was used to investigated rheological properties of blends.
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Fig. 2. Size distribution of Janus silica seeds and JHNPs measured by DLS.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Synthesis of Janus hybrid nanoparticles (JHNPs)

The synthesis of silica/PS Janus hybrid nanoparticles used in this
work is based on the work of Lu et al. [32] published in 2008. The
authors used a one-step method based on a miniemulsion process
to produce asymmetric inorganic-organic dimers composed of one
silica (SiO2) part and one polystyrene (PS) part. Firstly, silica and
polystyrene precursors (tetraethoxysilane and styrene, respec-
tively) compose the initial homogeneous organic phase. Then a
phenomenon of internal phase separation which occurs in each
droplet of the mixture allows obtaining Janus PS/SiO2 nanoparticles
with snowman-like morphology. The little part of these nano-
particles is silica and the big one is PS. Moreover bothmoieties were
covalently bonded to each other thanks to the use of a coupling
agent: Y-methacryloxypropyltrimethoxysilane. The silane part of
this agent reacts during the silica formation and the methacrylate
function reacts during the styrene polymerization. Using this pro-
tocol, the authors announced a yield of synthesis estimated via TEM
analysis at about 40% by volume. To optimize this yield of synthesis,
the protocol of Lu et al. [32] was modified to become a two-step
process. In our new protocol, styrene is not introduced in the
initial reactive solution and the first step concerns only the for-
mation of Janus silica nanoparticles. We assume that even in the
absence of styrene, the presence of hexadecane in the initial
mixture allows the internal phase separation process described by
Lu et al. [32]. For each nanoreactor of the miniemulsion, the first



Fig. 3. Evidence of the asymmetric composition of JHNPs via TEM-EDX analysis.

Fig. 4. Photograph of water/toluene biphasic systems (left) with or (right) without
JHNPs silica/PS.
Arrows indicate the presence of JHNPs at the solvents interface.
step allows the formation of anisotropic silica nanoparticles with a
hemisphere functionalized with methacrylate groups covered with
an hexadecane droplet (see step S1 in the Fig. 1). For the second
step, styrene is added and the PS moiety is obtained by the swelling
of the organic hemisphere by monomers units followed by their
polymerization (see step S2 in the Fig. 1). In our system, silica
precursor (TEOS), coupling agent (MPS) and co-stabilizer (HD) form
the homogeneous organic phase. After sonication, stable oil in
water (O/W) miniemulsion is obtained. Both concentration of sur-
factant and ultrasonic protocol are adjusted to obtain nanoreactors
with mean diameter of around 50 nm. Then, the pH and the tem-
perature of the media are adjusted to 9 and 60 �C, respectively in
order to initiate the internal phase separation process. At pH 9,
hydrolysis and polycondensation of TEOS molecules form polar
silica network (SiO2). In this stage, the initial homogeneity of the
nanodroplets is modified: polar silica in one side and apolar hex-
adecane and organic part of the co-stabilizer in the other side. Due
to its amphiphilic structure, the MPS coupling agent self-assembles
at the interface between silica and hexadecane (HD) to decrease
interfacial tension inside the nanoreactors. At the end of the first
step (Fig. 1 S1-b), Janus silica seeds are obtained with a mean hy-
drodynamic diameter measured by Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS)
of around 50 nm (Fig. 2). The second step is the polymerization of
styrene (St). When introduced into the oil in water miniemulsion,
the monomer and initiator units diffuse into the organic part of the
nanodroplets containing HD andmethacrylate groups. The solution
is then heated at 80 �C to initiate the copolymerization between
styrene and methacrylate units. At the end of the synthesis, JHNPs
silica/PS with snowman-like morphology [33e37] are produced



Fig. 5. SEM images of cryo-fractured PS/PA6 80/20 nanocomposites with (a) 0, (b) 1.5 and (c) 3 phr of JHNPs at the end of the rheological test.

Fig. 6. SEM images of PA6 nodule from PS/PA6/JHNPs 80/20/1.5 system (a) before and (b) after dissolution of PS matrix.
The white circle indictes a PA6 nodule covered by JHNPs, dotted white circles indicate footprints in the PS matrix after PA6 nodules ejection, arrows indicate the presence of JHNPs at
the surface of a PA6 nodule.
with mean diameter of 123 nm and low polydispersity index
(Fig. 2). The internal chemical structure of the resulting JHNPs sil-
ica/PS is displayed in Fig. S1. It is important to highlight the key role
of the MPS coupling agent that acts as a covalent bridge between
the inorganic silica part and the organic PS one. Fig. S2 clearly
shows that without MPS (Fig. S2a) no JHNPs are observed by TEM,
small silica nanoparticles (blue circles) and PS latex particles (red
circles) are isolated. Similar results were obtained by Lu et al. [32]
for the one-step method. With small amount of MPS (MPS/TEOS
weight ratio equal to 5%), a few JHNPs appears (see green circles
Fig. S2b). Interestingly, some notches (red arrows Fig. S2b) are
observed on PS latex particles. These notches indicate the poor
adhesion between PS and silica parts due to low concentration in
MPS coupling agent [37]. Finally, with optimal concentration of
MPS (MPS/TEOS weight ratio equal to 25%) numerous JHNPs are
obtained (green circles Fig. S2c).

3.2. Evidences of the anisotropic chemical composition of the JHNPs

To prove the anisotropic chemical character of our JHNPs, TEM-
EDX analysis was employed. For each JHNP analyzed, three scans
were performed: the first one (green spot in Fig. 3) for the back-
ground of the observation grid (composed of copper and carbon
film), the second one (represented by a blue spot in the Fig. 3) was
realized on the smaller part corresponding to the “snowman head”
whereas the last one (red spot in Fig. 3) analyzed the bigger part of
the nanoparticle corresponding to the “snowman body”. For each
colored spot the corresponding colored spectrum are also displayed
in Fig. 3. The results are similar to those presented by Lu et al. [32]
and clearly confirm that the small part is composed essentially of
silica whereas the big one is PS. Another method to evaluate the
amphiphilic character of such entities is to observe their behavior
in polar/apolar immiscible liquids such as water/toluene [38]
mixture. When introduced in water/toluene biphasic systems the
JHNPs segregate at the interface of both solvents in order to
decrease interfacial tensions (Fig. 4). This result confirms also the
amphiphilic nature of the synthetized JHNPs. This observation
method is purely qualitative, but we assume that it indicates a high
yield of functionalization of silica nanoparticles with PS nodules.
Indeed, even small quantities of free silica would be enough to
cloud the water phase.

3.3. Morphology of blends: localization of JHNPs and emulsification
effect

The as-prepared silica/PS JHNPs were then incorporated at four
different levels (1.5, 3, 5 and 10 phr) into PS/PA6 80/20 blends, using
a twin-screw mini extruder. Extrusion temperature and screw
speed were kept constant at 250 �C and 120 rpm, respectively. After
introduction of all components, time of mixing was fixed at 4 min
under nitrogen flow. To investigate morphologies of nano-
composites, the injected sample disks are collected at the end of
rheological test and cryo-fractured for scanning electron micro-
scopy (SEM) observations. To evaluate quantitatively the emulsifi-
cation effect using laser granulometer particle size analyzer, the
PA6 nodules were collected using selective dissolution of the PS
matrix in THF solvent.

Fig. 5 shows macroscopic views of three different PS/PA6/JHNPs



Fig. 7. SEM images of cryo-fractured PS/PA/JHNPs nanocomposite filled with (aea0) 1.5, (beb0) 3, (cec0) 5 and (ded0)10 phr of JHNPs. Scale bar is 10 mm for column (aed) and 2 mm
for column (a0-d0).



Fig. 8. SEM images of extracted PA6 nodules with (a) 0, (b) 1.5, (c) 3 and (d) 10 phr of JHNPs at the end of rheological tests.
blends (0, 1.5 and 3 phr of JHNPs). For the neat blend, big spherical
nodules of PA6 are observed, due to relaxation of elongated nodules
and coalescence during the rheological test (Fig. 5a). When 1.5 phr
of JHNPs are incorporated a few nodules are still visible (Fig. 5b)
whereas for the blend with 3 phr of JHNPs no more nodules are
visible (Fig. 5c) at the current observation scale. Moreover, we as-
sume that the percolation threshold of the system is in the 3e5 phr
range. In fact, blends with higher content of JHNPs (i.e. 5 and 10
Fig. 9. Size distribution of PA6 nodules measured by laser diffraction particle size
analyzer.
phr) contain large agglomerates of JHNPs (see white circles in
Fig. S3). To investigate the localization of JHNPs, a focus on the
nanocomposite containing 1.5 phr of JHNPs is displayed in the
Fig. 6. The surface of the PA6 nodule appears partly covered by
JHNPs (white circle in Fig. 6a). When PA6 nodules are ejected
during cryo-fracture, the presence of JHNPs at the interface be-
tween the PA6 nodules and the PS matrix induces footprints in the
PS matrix (see dotted white circle in Fig. 6a). To analyze more
precisely the surface of PA6 nodules, selective extraction was
Fig. 10. Complex viscosity curves of blends from 100 to 0.01 rad/s at 230 �C.



Fig. 11. Evaluation of interfacial tensions at 230 �C via optimization of Palierne model
in the case of unfilled PS/PA6 80/20 system.
performed. An example of an isolated PA6 nodule collected using
this method is shown in Fig. 6 b. Despite the three washing/
centrifugation cycles in THF to remove the entire PS matrix, the
residual presence of JHNPs (white arrows in Fig. 6b) attests of good
adhesion between the silica part of JHNPs and the PA6 nodule
surface. To prove once again that JHNPs are localized at the surface
of PA6 nodules, SEM-EDX analysis was performed. Silicon peak
appears when pointed into supposed JHNPs whereas no more sil-
icon peak is observedwhen a clear zone (without JHNPs) of the PA6
nodule surface is scanned (see Fig. S4).

The emulsification effect of these JHNPs at the interface was
then investigated by SEM and laser diffraction particle size
analyzer. SEM images of Fig. 7 allow to evaluate first, the decrease of
size distribution as a function of JHNPs content (Fig. 7aed) and
second, the progressive recovery of PA6 surface nodules by JHNPs
(Fig. 7 a0-d0). This emulsification effect is easier to appreciate with
the SEM images of extracted PA6 nodules in the Fig. 8. In order to
precisely characterize the real size distribution of the dispersed
phases, the extracted PA6 nodules after dissolution of the PSmatrix,
are analyzed using laser diffraction particle size analyzer. The size
distribution curves of the different nanocomposites are displayed
in Fig. 9. These results confirm once again that the incorporation of
Janus nanoparticles decreases the volume average diameter of the
PA6 nodules, known as emulsification effect. Indeed, this localiza-
tion of Janus NPs suppresses the PA6 dispersed phase coalescence,
leading to a decrease of the PA6 dispersed phase size. Fig. 9 high-
lights bimodal nodules distributions, especially for blends with low
content of JHNPs (0 and 1.5 phr). As explained in our previous study
on PS/PA6 blends filled with modified silica nanoparticles [31], this
bimodal distribution is due to the initial presence of both spherical
and elongated PA6 nodules. Indeed, elongated dispersed phases are
generated in the skin polymer layer during both, extrusion and/or
injection molding process. These elongated nodules then relax in
big spherical ones during rheological tests. It must be noticed that
Table 1
Adjusted volume fraction and interfacial tension for PS/PA6/JHNPs blends.

PS/PA6 80/20 JHNPs 0 phr JHNPs 1.5 phr JHNPs 3 phr

Fadjust 0.18 0.24 0.28
a (mN/m) 6.4 ± 0.6 4.5 ± 0.48 1.5 ± 0.15
this bimodal distribution is almost no longer visiblewith 3, 5 and 10
phr of JHNPs. This is due to a lower polydispersity of the dispersed
phase size when increasing the amount of JHNPs. The decreasing of
the dispersed phase size is visible until a threshold of 5 phr of JHNPs
associated to the saturation of the interface [39] and/or the for-
mation of a solid network.

3.4. Rheological behavior and interfacial tensions

The last objective of this paper is to demonstrate that the
emulsification effect is the consequence of the diminution of
interfacial tension of blendwhen JHNPs are present at the interface.

As shown in Fig. 10, the complex viscosity of blends increases as
a function of JHNPs content over the entire frequency range. In the
case of nanocomposites with relatively high content of JHNPs (i.e 5
and 10 phr) no more Newtonian plateau at low shear rates are
observed. A typical gel-like behavior (yield stress behavior) at low
frequency is observed for the blend filled with 10 phr of JHNPs (see
Fig. 10). This phenomenon is usually attributed to the formation of
solid network of nanofillers (percolation) through thematerial [27].

The interfacial tension a is found to be the solution of the
minimization problem described by Eq. (4). For all the formulations,
around 10 iterations are necessary for to the convergence of this
Fig. 12. Evaluations of effective interfacial tensions at 230 �C via optimization of Pal-
ierne model of nanocomposites filled with (up) 1.5 and (down) 3 phr of JHNPs.



well-posed problem, independently of the interfacial tension initial
value. We first evaluated the interfacial tension of the neat PS/PA6
blend. Because of the bimodal distribution of blends, the real size
distributions of sample (Fig. 9) are considered for the Palierne
model according to Equations (1) and (2). Fig. 11 shows the G0 (open
circles) and G00 (open squares) experimental data points for the
unfilled blend. The best fit of the Palierne model using the inter-
facial tension a as fitting parameter, was found for a ¼ 6.4 mN/m
and is also plotted in the Fig. 11. This evaluation is consistent with
the results of Xing et al. [13]. These authors found with the same
method an interfacial tension of 7.1 mN/m for a similar PS/PA6 80/
20 system at 230 �C.

In the case of polymer blends compatibilized with nanoparticles
it is necessary to take into account the presence of JHNPs at the
interface and their impact on the rheological response of the
nanocomposite. The presence of the JHNPs at the PA6 nodule sur-
face leads to the increase of their volume fraction. To use the Pal-
ierne model, an apparent volume fraction corresponding to the
JHNPs/PA6 combination is determined. This volume fraction is
adjusted using the Kerner model [27,28] (Palierne model with a
zero interfacial tension value) at high frequency. Indeed, the Pal-
ierne model is not sensitive to interfacial tension values at high
frequencies (see Fig. S5). Adjusted volume fractions (Fadjust) are
therefore obtained for blends with 1.5 and 3 phr of JHNPs (Table 1).
The formation of spherical caps of nanoparticles around the PA6
nodules could explain the increase in the adjusted fractions as a
function of JHNPS content. Due to the presence of JHNPs agglom-
erates for the blends with 5 and 10 phr, the adjusted volume frac-
tion cannot be obtained and the corresponding interfacial tensions
were not evaluated.

In a second step the interfacial tension is evaluated using the
Palierne model with the previous adjusted volume fractions. Fig. 12
shows the best fit obtained for blends with 1.5 and 3 phr of JHNPs
according to the optimization method described above. The Pal-
ierne predictions are in perfect agreements with experimental re-
sults. The associated interfacial tensions (see Table 1) decrease as
the quantity of JHNPs increases. The interfacial tension of 6.4 mN/m
determined for unfilled blend decreases to 4.5 and 1.5 mN/m for 1.5
and 3 phr of JHNPs, respectively. This decrease confirms the com-
patibilizing ability of the Janus nanoparticles. These results prove
that due to their amphiphilic character the JHNPs act as compati-
bilizing agents by reducing the interfacial tension of blend.
4. Conclusions

For the first time, Janus hybrid nanoparticles (JHNPs) composed
of silica and polystyrene were incorporated into melted PS/PA6
immiscible polymer blend. We demonstrated the amphiphilic
character of the home-made JHNPs via elemental analysis. Then,
the JHNPs were introduced into polymers at the melted state and
their selective dispersion at the interface of PS/PA6 system was
observed using electron microscopy. This interfacial adsorption is
due to the amphiphilic character of JHNPs. A strong emulsifying
effect of the JHNPs was observed. A rheological method was used to
prove that this morphology refinement is a consequence of the
reduction of the interfacial tension due to the presence of JHNPs at
the interface. This rheological method combines the linear visco-
elastic measurements with the use of Palierne model to evaluate
interfacial tensions of nanocomposites. The results show a signifi-
cant reduction of the effective interfacial tensions from 6.5 mN/m
for the neat blend to 1.5 mN/m for the nanocomposite filled with 3
phr of JHNPs. Ongoing challenge is to scale-up the quantities of
synthetized JHNPs in order to study the effect on mechanical
properties and compare it to usual compatibilizers.
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